
Final evaluation of the government 
of Mateusz Morawiecki
After nearly two years of operation, the government of Mateusz Morawiecki has 
retained relatively good ratings. His achievements in various spheres are 
assessed similarly to the achievements of Beata Szydło's cabinet and better than 
the actions of previous governments since the second half of the 1990s. The 
activity of the government of Mateusz Morawiecki in the field of family policy is 
definitely best perceived: one-fifth (20%) give the highest possible rating, and a 
further 38% think that this activity has been good. In total, therefore, more than 
half of Poles (58%) perceive the family policy of the current government well. 
Actions in the area of combating crime, as well as defence and state security are 
almost equally well assessed, as 51% and 50% of Poles, respectively, perceive the 

government's activities in 
these areas well. Next in 
r a n k i n g  i s  c a b i n e t ' s 
evaluation in the area of the 
  economy. Almost half (48%) 
assess it well. Slightly fewer 
(45%) respondents consider 
government's efforts to 
combat corruption well. The 
same proportion positively 
assess its management of 
t h e  s t a t e  ( 4 5 %  o f 
respondents perceive the 
c u r r e n t  g o v e r n m e n t ' s 
activities in this area as 
good or very good). Roughly 
t w o - f i f t h s  g i v e  t h e 
government positive notes 
for care for people in need 
(41% very good or good vs. 
25% unsatisfactory), public 

money management (39% vs. 29% ) and environmental protection (38% vs.  
23%). Slightly fewer people appreciate the agricultural policy (37% very good or 
good vs. 13% unsatisfactory) and foreign policy of the government (36% vs. 21%). 
The government of Mateusz Morawiecki is worst evaluated in the field of 
education and health care. Most commonly, unsatisfactory or satisfactory grades 
are indicated for these areas.  

More information about this topic can be found in CBOS report in Polish: “Detailed Government 
Ratings at the End of the Term", 2019. Fieldwork for national sample: September 2019, N=936. The 
random address sample is representative for adult population of Poland.
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Trade unions: 
membership and 
evaluation of activities

TO THE REPORTS REFERRED TO ABOVE, 
THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED 
RECENTLY (IN POLISH):

· Trust in Politicians Three Weeks before 
Parliamentary Elections

· Attitude to Government in September

· School Students Summer Vacation in 
2019

· Social Moods in September

· Interest in Parliamentary Elections, 
Voting Confidence and Electoral 
Alternatives

· Electorates 2019 – Views' Characteristics

· Who Should Win and Who Will Win 
October Elections

· Political Party Preferences a Week 
before the Elections 

· Socio-economic Situation of Older 
People

· Opinions about Parliament and 
President

· Social Moods in the Last Quarter 

· Social Moods in October

· Attitude to Government in October

· Trust in Politicians in October

· Parents' Spending on Education of 
Children in School Year 2019/2020

Violation 
of employee rights
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Attitude to death 
and funeral customs

How would you assess the activities of the 
government of Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki 
since its formation in the field of:

Very good (5) Good (4) Satisfactory (3) Unsatisfactory (2) Don't know

Average grades 
on a scale 

of 2-5(%)

20 38 19 11 12family policy 3,81

14 37 25 11 13
fighting crime and ensuring 

the security of citizens 3,64

14 36 22 12 16national defence and security 3,66

15 33 32 11 9economy 3,61

15 30 21 16 18fight against corruption 3,57

14 31 27 19 9leadership of the state 3,51

13 28 22 25 12care for people who need help 3,34

15 24 20 29 12
proper management 

of public money 3,34

9 29 25 23 14environmental protection 3,28

9 28 27 13 23agricultural policy 3,44

11 25 25 21 18foreign policy 3,38

8 26 23 31 12education 3,16

5 17 33 38 7health care 2,89


